
Curtains Guide

 & Inspirations 

Made to Measure Blinds, Curtains,

Shutters & Accessories

Call 01908 969 961 or Book online on our

website www.elegancyblinds.co.uk

Visit Our Showroom at Unit 8 Stacey Bushes Trading Centre

MK12 6HS Milton Keynes



Curtains

Our curtains are carefully sewn by talented technicians at our

local workshop. We have hundreds of quality fabrics and

patterns from top suppliers.

Curtains Lining

Standard lining - lightweight lining allowing light to come

through 

Blackout lining - blocks out more light for an ideal solution for

bedrooms

Thermal lining - a heavyweight curtain to help retain heat in

the winter

Voiles - pair up with curtains for extra light, daytime privacy

and an airy stylish finish

Made to Measure Curtains

will bring remarkable

elegance to any room.
How about adding to your curtains our  Roman Blinds? 

Our curtain fabrics are suitable for Roman Blinds.  You can use

the same fabric or choose any other complementary one to add

more interest.

Dan - 

Our Consultant



Curtain Headings

Wave Curtain - shapes into soft, wave like folds, connected to

track

Eyelet Curtain - only suitable for poles, threaded on to a pole,

easy to open and close

Pinch Pleat - suitable for pole or track, fabric gathered

together and stitched for an elegant finish

Pencil Pleat - for pole or track, single pleats are formed in

neat, tightly folds

  

Pinch Pleat Curtain

 If you desire any other headings our consultant will discuss your

options, together with other aspects like curtains length. We

recommend full length curtains (from pole/track to floor).

Alternatively you can choose a ''puddle'' finish where the fabric

gathers on the floor; ideal for curtains rarely opened or closed.



Tracks are more district and often fully hidden behind the

fabric. They can be attached to room ceiling or window top

frame which is their advantage. For tracks there are more

options with controls, including motorised curtains.

Poles are more decorative and you can choose within metal or

wooden pole. You can manipulate the height of the pole but they

cant be fitted to the bay windows like bendable tracks.

Curtains Track or Pole?

Pencil Pleat on Track, Bay Window Eyelet Curtain on Pole

Motorised Curtains - electric tracks are ideal for difficult to

reach, heavy, large curtains.We offer total flexibility on control.

Operation available via a switch, remote control, app, home

control hub.We cooperte with top suppliers like Silent Gliss or

Somfy.

Motorised Curtains



Wave Curtain on Track

Accessories

We offer a wide range of metal and wooden curtain poles with

elegant finials (the decorative end of the curtain pole). 

Other accessories include matching tie backs or hold backs to

hold the curtain neatly at the side.

A stylish addition is an elegant pelmet or valance which is the

decorative framework over the curtain top; with valances being

the softer fabric version.

Finally matching cushions will provide the finishing touch.

Fabrics

Plain or pattern? What kind of textile? It is all individual

preference. Your room design, colour scheme will help to

determine the best choice. Your consultant is happy to help.



Inspirations 



Patio Curtains



Bay Window Curtains



Finish in Style


